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FO ORD

The basic responsibility of the Chelmsford
social studies program is the development of
informed citizens fully aware of the need for
insuring the dignity and worth of the individual(
for personal involvement in improving the societythey have inherited, and for recognizing the
interdependence of all peoples. In the largest'
sense, then, the goal of the social studies pro
grain in the Chelmsford Public Schools is to
prepare students for intelligent participation
in a free society.

In order to develop a program to.achieve this
goal a variety of materials were examined along
with recent research and curriculum development
in social studies education. A strong feeling
developed as the result of this study, that
materials finally selected for use in the
Chelmsford Schools should develpp concepts and
skills from both the affective and cognitive
domain, that the materials foster the development
of the process of inquiry, and that the program
incorporate the systems approach in its use of
media.

Followin extensive field teseing in
Chelmsford clasrooms, materials developed at
the Project Social Studies Curriculum Center
at the University of Minnesota were selected to
provide the curricular framework for. the
Chelmsford program.' The resource units that
accompany this guide were revised.in light of
classroom experiences by teams of Classroom

.

teachers during the summer of 1968.
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These- units are designed to guide the
teacher in his use-of the multi-media
kits that are found in the classroom and
in the 16 mm films and videotapes avail-
able through the Chelmsford media center.
It is strongly suggested by the teachers
who worked with the program that the
classroom teacher do two things before
introducing the unit to his students:
rec-rd the background paper provided on
the cultUre and then survey the unit and
its related materials. Since these units
are resource units, teachers are encouraged
to add their own ideas for media and teach-
ing strategies. Teachers are also encour-
aged to develop resource units of their
own using the framework of generalizations,
skills, and attitudes outlined by the
program.

The Chelmsford Public Schools are
indebted to Dr. Edith West, Director of
Minnesota Project Social Studies, for
making the Project's materials available
for field. testing and for her advice and
counsel during the field test period.
Special thanks are also extended to the
classroom teachers who field tested and
revised the resource units for use in the
Chelmsford Schools.

August 1, 196

'Charles L. Mitsakos
Coordinator of Social Studies



GOALS FOR THE COURSE

The resource units make it clear that the
third grade course is designed to teach
attitudes and skills $ well as generaliza-
tions and concepts. This section deals
briefly with the objectives for the course.
Charts appended to this, guide indicate more
specifically the way in which goals are
developed in a number of units.

behavioral Coals Related to Values

The course is designed to help children
develop a number of values. identified by the
Center's staff as goals for the entire social
studies program. For example, units are
built to-try to develop curiosity about
social data and scepticism of
single causation in the social sciences. The
choice of units at this level also indicates
rather clearly the staff's concern for help-
ing children learn to accept diversity as
natural, to value human dignity,and to
appreciate and respect the cultural contri-
butions of other countries. In adaition to
these goals, which are also goals of earlier
courses, this course-deals in an introductory
fashion with politcal institutions and is
designed to help develop a belief that law
and government are necessary, as well as to
help children learn to value procedural
safeguards needed for a fair trial.
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It should not be thought that some
of the attitudinal goals are neglected
completely merely because there is no'-
check against them under a specific
unit on the chart on attitudinal goals.
The checks-indicate those units in which
the goals have been kept in mind in
designing specific activities and some-
times the entire unit approach. Many of
the others will be reinforced in units
in which they are not checked. One of
the goals is starred in the chart because
it was a major reason for the focus of
the course but was not stated as an
individual goal within unit objectives.

Skills

This third grade course is designed
to develop many skills. A number of
these are related to methods of inquiry,
but inquiry skills are not the only ones
developed. Some of the geographic skills
were introduced in the kindergarten and
in grades one and two. They are reviewed
and developed more intensively at this
level. They are alSo taught again at
later levels in the curriculum.

The chart showing the sequential
development of skills in this course is
presented on pages 26-29 of this guide.
It should be noted that some of these
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skills are not listed as objectives in- more
than one unit during the year (e.g. Uses the
table of contents and index). Later unitsi
however, give children opportunities:to
practice and improve most of these skills.
A teacher may find that she should work
intensively on one of these skills in more
than one unit. In this case, she should
list it as an objective the later teach-
ing units.

Some of the skills objectives should be
taught in all of the units for which they
are listed. These are thinking skills re-
lated to inquiry (e.g. sets up hypotheses,
classifies data, applies previously-learned
concepts and generalizations to new data,
-generalizes from data, tests hypotheses
against ata). Moreover, some of the geo-
graphic skills should be emphasized in each
unit in order to teach children to use them
effectively and to develop the habit of using
theM.

Some of the other skills are listed for
more than one unit, but the teacher may
decide to postpone teaching the skill in
the first unit for which it.is listed. Or
she may feel that it is unnecessary to teach
it to all children in the.second unit for
which it is listed. (However, she may wish
to work on the skill with a group of children
who need further work on it.)

Goals Related to Concepts and Generalizations

The Center has chosen to identify important
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nonce is and Generalizations

chosen to identify important
ralizations from the various

social sciences and has tried to provide
for sequential development of them in the

.K -12 curriculum. The course for grade
three is interdisciplinary. It is designed
to teach Children important concepts and
generalizations from the fields of anthro-
pology, sociology, and geography, with some
attention to concepts from political science
and economics. The concepts taught in the
course do not constitute a structure for
any one of the'disciplines, but those chosen
are important to each of them or at times
to several of them. Teachers who are
concerned about a structure of each disci-
pline.should examine the background papers,
including the paper.which ihtroducesthe
curriculum as a whole. The staff's. view
of structure is clarified in the background
papers, particularly in papers Vs 1 and
2. It should be pointed out here that as
children move- through the curriculum, they
will develop a structure for each of the
disciplines. It was not thought wise to
introduce separate structures in the third
grade.

Most of the generalizations to-be
developed are presented in the terms of
the social scientist. No attempt should
be made to have children learn the state-
ments as presented in the resource units.
Children should be'encoUraged to generalize
in their own words.

Even though the objectives for a par-
ticular procedure. within a resource-unit do
not show clearly that the prodedure- is
designed to teach children about the culture
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concept, the teacher should keep in mind ,that
many of the procedures have been designed to
do just this Details about how people eat,
for example, are included not because it is
important to know these details. They are in-
cluded to teach children that all people must
eat (a cultural universal) but that what they
eat and how they eat may differ from society to
society (cultural diversity). Data on Manus
canoes and homes or Paris buildings are not
important except to develop an appreciation of
the skills and culture of Manus'or the French.
Data on Parisian schools are provided to show
that, as in many other societies, not all
socialization is left to families but that
types of schooling (and so' aspects of culture)
differ from one society to another. Details
of Manus life before and after World War II
are important only to develop the concept of
culture change. In other words, details about
cultures are included only because they are
needed to teach certain concepts, 9eneraliza-
tions, skills, and attitudes.which are the
important goals of the program.

The Rationale frr the Number of Ob2ectiv

The resource units in this course-differ
from many units in part.becauae of the large
number of generalizations and skills to be
taught in each.: The teacher should remember
that these- generalizations and skills are rein-
troduced throughout the course, that`; many have
been introduced in earlier courses, and that
all will be reinforced and the generalizations
tested against further data in later courses..
This means that it is not necessary or wise
to spend too much time clinching a single

generalization in a.
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ch time clinching a single

generalization in any one unit. Rather,
children should generalize and hold these
generalizations as tentative -- as hypo-
theses to be tested more fully as they
study other communities. At the end of
the course, they should be able to'general-
ize more fully because they will have
studied more cultures which they can com-
pare with other cultures studied in earlier
years.. Children should still understand
that generalizations may need to be
modified later, that they should be held
tentatively, always subject to change in
the light of new evidence.

Because of this reinforcement and fur-
ther development.of concepts, generalize-

-tions, and skills, it is important for the
teacher to read through the objectives of
all of the units in the course before she
begins, teaching at the beginning of the
year.

The charts on sequential development of
concepts, generalizations, skills, and
attitudinal behaviors have been keyed to
show. which ones are Introduced for the
first time in the curriculum and which ones
are reviewed from earlier grades. Those
which have been introduced in earlier courses
are marked with stars.

TEACHING STRATEGIES

For a more complete discussion of inquiry
approaches in teaching, .the teacher should
read a number of the background pepers.
Background paper #1 analyzes in more detail
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the Center's point of view about inquiry and whatinquiry involves. Background paper #10 examines-learning theory in relation to the use of inquiry.
Background papers on the indivdual disciplinesfocus upon inquiry methods used in those discip-lines, not upon inquiry approaches to teaching.
However, they discuss inquiry techniques whichmight be taught.to pupils.

The third grade course emphae:.zes a teaching
strategy which encourages children to find outthings for themselves rather than one which em-phasizes the absorption of generalizationspre-
sented ready-made by the teacher. Children areasked to make guesses or set up hypotheses. Theyundoubtedly arrive at hypotheses by drawing upon
previously-learned concepts and generalizations.
They decide that some idea,they have learned inthe past might help them make sense out of thisnew situation. They cannot be sure, but they
think that this might be so. Inquiry also in-volves gathering data, testing their hypotheses,and generalizing from their findings.

The Center's staff does not believe, nor doesthis course reflect a belief,- that all learning
must be developed by this type of teachingstrategy, There is also a place at times for
children to find out what others think about-certain kinds of data. They may do so by listen-ing to the teacher read a story or to a guest
speaker or by seeing films., Such activities mayhelp children compare sources of information andprovide them with opportunities fb evaluate
sources. These activities provide children
with help in understanding different points ofview or -how people in other cultures may per-
ceive things. The stories give children a
chance to identify with people in the story andso to understand their feelings.
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The stories also give children concrete
data from which they can generalize. about
cultural diversity.or universals, about
how culture is learned, about norms and
values, aboUt socialization, and about
governmental services. The teacher should
not tell children the generalizations, even
when she may provide theraw data from
which they can generalize.

There are many occasions in the units
when children view pictures and are asked
tomake..guesses about things-from these
pictures. Questions in, the guides should
help-them make such guesses. Stories and
other materials, including maps, can then
be used to help them check on their guesses;

Teachers should encourage chi'.dren's
guesses as being as worthwhile at some
stages of thinking as statements which pree
sent a commentary on facts seen in pictures
or'hoard in stories. At other times,
children should be asked to listen or look
for things which -.can be used to test these
guesSes orhypetheses. Even at this stage,
however, children should be rewarded for
thinking of new ideaS about possible hypo-
theses or for asking.questions which have
net been raised earlier. Whether or not
children will learn to askquestions, set

,up hypotheses, and generalize for themselves
depends in part upon whether or not such
behavior is discouraged or encouraged by
teachers. However, the teacher should not
always say "yes" or "that's .right" or "good"
when-achild 'presentS- an idea which the
teacher thinks good. Rather,' the teacher
may wish to suggest--that this is -a new
idea or an interesting idea and ask what



ideas other children have. Then children can
test different ideas. Teachers can reward or
encourage the kinds of behavior desired in many
ways other than by saying that the child has
come up with A "correct" answer

At times children may fail to limit general-
zations sufficiently or may arrive at faulty

generalizations which cannot be supported by
present data or knowledge in the social sciences.
If so, the teacher should not feel obligated
to correct children immediately. Rather, she
should have pupils think of these generaliza-
tions as-possible hypotheses to be tested-later.
Indeed, at times it is beneficial for children
to over-generalize and later discover that they
must modify their generalizations. Thus, if in
unit one they generalize that tooany functions
and servides are provided by all governments,
they will be foreed.to modify their generalize-
tion when they study the Manus later In the
year. This experience should help them learn
the need to hold generalizations tentatively.

When children arrive at generalizations which
are obviously contradicted by data, the teacher
needs to consider two questions. First, do
later parts of this unit or later units during
the year provide material to help them test
these generalizations so that children should
be permitted to think of them as tentative
generalizations or hypotheses until then?
Second, do later courses in the curriculum
-provide material to help them test and limit
generalizations? For example,.will units in
grade four or grade five help them limit a
generalization which they have arrived .at in
grade three?

If the answer to either questions is "yes,
it may be wise to let- children hold these
generalizations tentatively, but to remind them
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let children hold these
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that they should think of them as hypotheses
to be tested in later units. This is pro-
bably the procedure to use if the generali-
zationrepresents an over- generalization
which does not take into account some of
the more sophisticated limitations which a
social scientist or even an older child
might place upon it.

On the other hand, suppose the answer to
both questions is "no:' Or suppose the
generalization. is not just too broad but is
obviously contradicted by'data which chil-
dren have already come across or which could
be presented to-them in an understandable
form within the unit being studied. The
teacher should then spend more time helping
children test their generalizations at this
time. Rather than merely telling children
that their. generalization is wrong or needs
to be modified, the teacher might confront
children with data. For example, .she could
read excerpts from books, tell stories, show
pictures or films, or merely relate certain
facts. This data should be such as to lead,
children to modify their generalization or
arrive at a better-generalization without
telling them what is wrong.

FOCUS OF THE THIRD GRADE COURSE

In this course the emphasis in the
curriculum shifts from "Families Around
the World.° In grades one and two the
family was used as a vehicle to teach a
series of important social science concepts
related to culture, social organization,
(including the family as an institution),
social process, and site. In grade three
the community is used as a vehicle to teach
about more social science Concepts developed
earlier. By focusing upon communities and
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cultures not studied earlier, this course provides
the data for further generalizations about cultural
diversity and uniqueness, norms and values, and
culture as learned behavior: The study. of new
cultures will support and expand children's previous
-learning about cultural universals and the psychic
unity of mankind. (It should be noted that again
children study a non-western culture during the
course of the year.) As.in grades one and two, the
communities are used to teach children more site
concepts and to review and extend.their map-
reading skills.

GENERAL OUTLINE OF THE COURSE

Grade three includes the following units:

Unit 1. Contrasting Communities in the United
States.

This unit focuses upon the study of the chil-
dren's own community but includes the study of
New York City.

Unit 2. AnAnisricanFrmin
California Gold Minin Camp.

This community was chosen to emphasize the
need for law and government and the way in which
people take their culture with them to new places.

Unit 3. The Manus Communit in the Admiralty
Island

This commul.: 13 studied in .two periods, both
before and after contact with American soldiers
during World War II. The unit cmphasizes:ohange
through cultural diffusion, the persistence of some
oultural,traits despite drastic change, and the
cultural use of the environment.

Unit 4. The Pari_
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LINE of THE COURSE

acludes the following units:

Ling Communities in the United

Ises upon the study of the chil-
Iity but includes the study of

ESYLIEa'2LLIE!q211-EaLLalE'a
lia Gold.Minine Camp.

was chosen to emphasize the
government and the-way in which
culture with them to new places.

is Couni in the Admiralty

is studied in two periods, both
contact with American soldiers
II. The unit emphasizes change
diffusion, the persistence of some
lespite drastic change, and the
:he environment.

Unit 4. !1AIS2alEILLK.

This community has been chosen to illus-
trate an urban community in another culture.
It provides a contrast with the urban
community studied in the local area and
illustrates both-diversity and cultural
universals.

As children study each of these communi-
ties, they also study the situation of the
-Community in relationship to other places,
the site of the community, and a number of
geographic concepts and generalizations.
In addition, they review and expand their
map and globe skills.

THE PLACE OF THE COURSE IN THE ELEMENTARY
CURRICULUM

It is important to note, the way in which
the third grade, course fits into the entire
elementary school curriculum in social
studies. The third-grade teacher would be
wise to read through the units in the
earlier grades so that she can help children
make comparisons between cultures studied
in grades one and two.

It seems appropriate to have children
begin their study of culture by focusing
upon only one institution -- an institution
close to their lives. However, the two-
year sequence on "Families Around the world"
in grades one and two does introduce several
other institutions as children focus upon
the family. Children note differences in
education and religion They are also
introduced to simple economic ideas such as

-.interdependence. However, institutions
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other than the family are not studied in detail
until grade three.

The course in grade three uses the theme of
"CoMmunities Arbund the World" to focus upon other
social institutions: schools, the church, and
political institutions. some economic concepts
are introduced, but the major focus upon economic
institutions does not come until grade four..

The course in grade four again uses the theme
of "Communities Around the World." However, it
focuses upon contrasting. economic systems.
Children will spend a large portion of their time
finding out in simple terms how our own economic
system operates. They will els-0 discover that
in some societies the government plays a greater
rt-61-0 and that ii.Lsome other societies tradition-
al reciprocal relationships among people are
more important to exchange than-is our type of
market relationship. Children will learn that
the total way of life, including cultural values,
affects economic systems,

In both the third and fourth grades, institu-
tions- are added to a study.of other institutions
which pupils have examined earlier. That is,
as children look at the Manus or'at the Paris
community in grade three, they will also notice_
things about the family life in these communities.
As children look at-economic life in the Village
of India in grade four, they will find out much
about the family life and-the social and politi-
cal life in an Indian village. In this fashion
children study mor,' institutions in each grade
level until they are able to look at total cul-
tures without too much confusion.

Since the courses in grades .one thrbugh four
focus upon different cultures, children will
find each unit new and interesting. They will
also be able to make many comparisons with what

they have stud
continue to ge
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5 in grades one-through four
cultures, children will

Ind interesting. They.will
many comparisons with what

they have stud'ed earlier. They should
continue to generalize about cultural
diversity and universals as they study each
new culture.

There is only minimal overlap in cultures
studied in grades one through four. True,
children.do study their own and a contrasting
community in the United States in grade
three and they also study the economic system
of their community in-grade-four. They
study a Soviet ,family in grade two and how
the economic system' operates-in theU.s.S.R.
in grade four, This attention to the Soviet
Union seems justified by its present role
in world affairs. Children also study
American culture in-two other units: the
-colonial.faMily .of Boston and the early
mining community in California. This much

iattention to-.the American scene is appropriate
for children in American schools.

In grade five children study in much more
detail how. different cultures or the same
people over time use the same physical
environment in terms of -their cultural values,
perceptions,. and level of technology. The
focus is upon the geography of the United
States, Canada, and Latin America.

Children become acquainted with a wide
variety of cultures as they progress
through the elementary school years. In
each grade from 1 - 4 they are introduced
to at least one non-western culture. In
grade five they spend considerable time
studying Latin American countries.

THE FORMAT OF RESOURCE UNITS

The main body of each resource unit is
set up in a double -page format to help



teachers see the relationship among objectives,
content, teaching procedures and materials of
instructien. The objectives column on the left
answers the .questions: Why should we teach
this content and use this procedure? The second
column on the left-hand page presents an out-
line of content. It answers the question:
What topic; should we teach' The third column
(found on the right-hand page) includes teaching
procedures, It answers' the question: How can
we teach tlese objectives-and this content? And
the last column on materials of.instruction
answers the question: With what materials can
we teach the objectives and dontent and handle
the procedures?

.A key is used in the objectives cplutn to
make the type of objective stand out clearly.
Generalizations are preceded by a G and are in
plain type. Skills are preceded by an S and are
underlined. Attitudinal behaviors are preceded
by an A and are in capital letters.

The materials column does not present
bibliographic data or all possible materials.
Complete bibliographic data can be found in the
bibliography at the end of the unit.

If nothing -is printed in the content column-
opposite a particular procedure, the teacher
should look at the last content presented for
an earlier procedure. It is not repeated for
each new procedure.

If no objective is found in the left-hand
column for a-particular procedure, the-teacher.
should look at the last objective(s) listed in
the column for a single procedure.-The same
objectives are not repeated until a different
objective intervenes,

It..should.be noted .that any one.teaching

procedure may h
nations, one-or
more attitudes.
procedures. are
achieve several

By knowing w
listed for a pa
teacher can dir
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procedure may help develop several g all-
zations, one or more skills, and one or
more attitudes. Indeed, the' most useful
procedure's are frequently those which help
achieve several types of ob jectives.

By knowing what generalization (s) are
listed for a particular procedure, the
teacher can direct her handling of the
procedure to appropriate ends. However, she
should not feel that children should learn
a generalization as the result of this one
procedure. The procedure whould help lead
to the development of the generalization,
but it is almost. never the only procedure
aimed at accomplishing this end, even
within the same unit.

ADAPTING RESOURCE UNITS TO SPECIFIC CLASSES

Since the units provided are resource
Units teachers .are not expected to use all
of the teaching. procedures. Rather, they
should.select:procedures which are most
-suitable for their class. They may need to
omit some procedures, adapt others, and add
still others. Teachers are encouraged to
add their own ideas for materials and
teaching procedures.' These units are in-
tended to suggest possibilities, not to
present a cut-and-dried course.

As the teacher develops a teaching unit
for her class, she should make a selection
fram the resource unit in terms of

1. The ob actives she wishes to em basin

For example, if she discovers that
pupils need much more help on certain
map - reading skills, she may wish to add
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some objectives which do notappea_ in the
resource unit.

The general abilit vel the class.

For example, in a class of largely low
ability children, she may wish to spend
more time on some of the activities which
call for use. of pictorial'materials.

Differences in interests and ability among
members of the class.

This criterion is particularly impor-
tant in selecting individual and' mall
group activities and materials.

4. The-previous experiences of children.

The selection Of objectives, content,
procedures, and materiels will.depend in
part upon previous experiences Outside of
school such as trips, visits to museums,
where children have liVed prior to coming
to the community, the socio-economic back-
ground of children,-etc. It will. also
depend upon whether or not children have
come through earlier courses in the curri-
culum. Much more attention will have to
be paid-to geographic

had

and concepts
if children have not had the-earlier courses.
Moreover, more time Should be spent on an
analysis of the family as an institution in
each of the.communities studied if children
have not had at least one of the courses in
the first two grades

Available-materials (including books, films,
plctures,- and :resource people in the
community.)
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electing individual and small
ivities and materials.

Dus experiencesof:chiIdren,

Lection of objectives, content,
and materials will depend in

previous experiences outside of
:h as trips, visits to museums,
Ldren have lived prior to'coming
Imunity, the'socio-economic back-
children, etc. It will also
)n whether or not children have
tgh earlier courses in the curri-
)ch more attention will have to
) geographic. skills and concepts
m have not had the-earlier courses.
more time Should be spent on an
1 institutionthe family as an in
e communities studied if children
ad at least one of the courses in
two grades.

materials (including books, films
and'retoUrc people in the

As teachers adapt and add to units,' they
Should keep in mind certain things about
how the course has been developed. First,
there is a flow to each unit. Certain
things are placed first and other things
later. because of the need to develop
certain concepts or skills or present term
tain data or ideas before other ideas or-
skills are presented. Before the order
of procedures or content is shifted, the
teacher needs to analyze the concepts, data,
and skills needed to teach each-procedure
in order to decide whether the shift is wise,
or, if it-is made, what else needs to be
shifted in order to provide the background
for carrying out the procedure. .Whatevel7
the teacher does, she should develop a
logical flow. A jumbled order which has no
logical progression may interfere with
-pupils' organization and development of
ideas.

As a teacher shifts .a tivities around,
she should also remember that each pro-
cedure is written to accomplish certain
objectives. If an introductory- activity
is shifted to a later point in a unit, it
probably needs modifying to provide for
greater analysis than is 'called for in a
procedure designed to explore -children':
knowledge, skills, and attitudes, arouse

. their interest, or develop an overview of
the unit. Use of a. film-in the early
stages of a unit will differ from its use-
in later stages,

It would be possible for the teacher to
shift the order of units as well as to
modify each resource unit. This might be
done with the units following the intro-
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ductory one. Again, howeve. r, the teacher will
-have-to make adjustments if the-order is shifted,
since the units as now written call for drawing
upon concepts, generalizations, and skills
developed in the earlier units,

PREPARATION OF THESE MATERIALS

The CurriculuM Center at the university of
Minnesota had as its major goal-the develop-
ment and try-out of a new curricular framework
for grades K - 12. The_basic assumptions Cf.the
staff and the criteria for selecting topics are
discussed in the Center's Background Paper # 1.
A tentative- curricular' framework was used in
developing a series .of resource-units and sample
pupil materials at various levels where they were
needed. No attempt was made to develop a complete
set of materials for children.-. Rather, the aim
was to try out the curriculum using as many
materials availablefrom-other'sources as p
ble, and supplementing these materials with a few
developed by the Center only where they were
needed in order to teach the Units.

Background papers for units were developed
by Caroline Rose, the staff"s sociologist,
Robert Berkhofer, Jr., the 'staff's. historian,
and Albert Anderson, a visiting sociologist.

The resource units and stories for children
were developed by a number of people. Drafts
for preliminary try7out were developed by.Pro-
fessors Vincent Rogers and Everett teach of the
University of Minnesota, professor Ray Muessig
of Ohio State University, MrS. Dorothy Dolman
of the Richfield Public Schools, Mr. Allan Kyle,
an instructor, at the University. of Minnesota,
and Mrs. Dorinda. McClellan,- -at the time at the
laboratory school at Bemidji 'tate College in

Minnesota,
under the ge
Rogers.

Following
the Cheimafc
were revised
teachers-dUr
Margaret The
Hitchcock ma
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Minnesota. The materials were all developed
under the general direction of Professor
Rogers.

Following a period-of field testing in
the Chelmsford Public Schools, the units
were revised-by a team of Chelmsford.
teachere.during the summer of 1968.
Margaret Theroux, Lois Hasiam and Jane
Hitchcock made up this team.
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Introduced in earlier courses.
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Coral Reef
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* o. Island
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City
Rainforest
Village

t. Climate
u. Temperature
v. i reci itation
w. Seasonal Variation
x. Elevation

.INTERRELATEDNESS
1 Areal association
2 Trade

Inte_de e-denre
CHANGE an-made)
CULTURAL USE OF ENVIRONMENT
ECONOMIC CONCEPTS
1. Productivity

Intkodu-ed in earlier courses.
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U

GENERALIZATIONS
(L.1

1. All people, regardless of where they live or to what
race, nationality, religion, or era they have belonged,
have many things in common.
a. All people, everywhere, have certain basic

physical drives, although they satisfy them
differently.
Human beings exhibit the same kinds of emotions,
although they may express them in different ways
and the emotions. may be aroused by different things.

c. Human beings everywhere have acquired needs for
positive affect (affection) and inter-action with
other human beings Gregariousness) -

d. The broad outlines of the ground plan of all
cultures are about the.same because men always and
everywhere are faced with certain unavoidable
problems rising out of the situation given by nature
1) Every culture must provide for the satisfaction

of the elementary biological requirements such
as food and warmth, and the need for positive
affection and gregariousness.
All cultures require a certain minimum of
reciprocal. behavior for cooperation to obtain
subsistence and other ends of social life.
In all societies people are expected to behave
in certain ways and not to behave in certain
ways; they are expected to believe that certain
things are .good and certain things- are had.

1

4) All societies have some means of socializing
children.

5 Allsooieties_have some- type(s).. of religion._
All societies have some laws (rules) which will
be enforced through force if necessary.

Introduced in earlier courses.
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affection and -regariousness. . X X

All cultures require a Certain minimum of
reciprocal-behavior for cooperation to obtain
-subsistence and other ends- of social life.
In all societies people are expected to-behave
in certain ways and not to. behave in certain
ways; they are expected to believe that certain
thins are good and certain thin_. -s are bad. -

X X X
All societies have some means of socializi--
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All societies have some type(s) of religion.

X
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All societies have some laws (rules) which will
be enforced through force if necessary. X

troduced in earlier courses.
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* 7) Certain family functions are found universally
in all societies.

Ways cif living differ from one socie y to another and
within-the same society;-they differ from one period
to another within the same country. Indeed, each
culture is unique.__

----A.- Human beings have the'potential to exhibit ex-
tremely variable behavior, depending upon their
natural and cultural environment; they satisfy
their drives and needs different)

b. People differ as to how they expect people to act
and as to what the think food and had.

c. Although all societies have some kind(s) of
religion, religious beliefs differ from society to
society.

d. Societies differ in terms of the kinds of ser es
whichwhich are provided b- vernment_

. Although all societies use both positive and neg-
ative social sanctions, the particular sanctions
used -a- dif--e-
Cities a.re made up of many people tram many
different backgrounds; consequently, there are
people who behave quite differently even within
one 'city; nevertheless, the people of the city
share some common meanings and values.

Culture is learned, not inborn.
a. In every society human beings learn a Culture in

the process of growing up; this culture is the
learned behavior patterns shared by members of
their groUp. X

Introduced in earlier courses.
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1) People are able to predict each other's be-
havior and so get along with each other because
they share common meanin s-and norms.

2. Language enables man to make his. experience_
continuous and to apply previous experience to
new problems beyond Actual physical experience;
it makes oumulativenessof'culture 7ossible.
The meanings of certain gestures are determined
by the culture and differ from one society to
another.

The members of every group direct expectations
(organized into roles) toward other members; they
apply both positive and.negative.sanctions to get
members to behave in certain ways. X

c. In almost all societies some aspects of socializa-
tion are entrusted to people outside the child's
family; most societies have formal schools to
educate children.

d. A person may learn and assume many different roles
at any particular period of his life; every person
must learn new roles as he develops and matures.

4. People liVe in many groups in addition to-theifamily
cup.

a. Some groups have direct, intimate face-to-face
relationships; others have indirect, or less
personal, less stable and long lasting relation-
ships. --
Sometimes people are expected to behave in one way
by members of one group to which they belong and
another way by another group to which they belong;
when they face role conflicts, they.usually behave
in accordance with the desires of the group to

__. _ . k 7' __- . 6 1 ,-- '

Introduced in earlier courses.
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Communities are groups of people living together
in the same general area and sharing a culture and
common problems; there are different sizes and
kinds of communities.
People in small communities in which people are
homogeneous in culture and which are characterized
by primary group relationshipS, may have a strong
sense of belonging, evidence a good deal of mutual
assistance and cooperation, and may strongly

.

discourage individual behavior which is different
from -hat ofthe cpmmunit X

__.

People in large communities which are Made up,
of many groups of variable and non-homogeneous
cultures and in which the individual may have -many
secondary relationships but fewer primary relation-
ships, may allow a wider latitude of behavior to
the individual and a greater amount of privacy;
large communities may also allow the individual to
be more lonely and dependent on others he does
not know or a never seen for many of his needs

i

5.

Large cities are CharacterlZed by a large- number
of people per sqaure mile, by a great division of
labor and specialization, by a demand for many
services (private and governmental), by a hetero-
geneous population, and by greater anonymity -than
found in- smaller communities-.

All societies develop means of enforcing lawS (or
rules) and workin out new laws.
a. Some norms are considered so important by a society

that they will,be enforced through the use of force
if necessary; other norms are considered less
important. x

Introduced in earlier courses.,
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b. All societies have, potential conflict and must
develop means of trying to settle disputes and
accommodate differences; in every society there is
some means of making authoritative decisions when
people's goals differ.

r. In many societies governmental institutions are
established to enforce laws and work k o new laws.

d. Government action may help increase -ell as
restrict individual rihts.
1 vernments restrict people who would interfere

with the rih_s of.or even the life of others
Governments enforce laws with force if
necessar-.

e. The greater the population density, the greater the
need for more laws and for some institutions for
chanin laws.

Governments provide many services which people cannot
-ovide for themselves.

a. Governments freauentl -rovide schoo
b. Governments provide protection againsr outside

attack and frequently provide protection against
other clan -ers (crime, fire, disease).

c. Governments frequently build roads to hake it
easier for people to travel from one place to
another; they frequently building bridges across
rivers. X

prote
again
crim

. Governments frequently provide certain kinds of
recreational facilities or services (parks, play-
rounds, swimmin_ beaches, etc.). X

Governments may provide other kinds of services
(mail, water supply, etc.). X

Introduced in earlier courses.,
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7. The members of a group are likely to delegate responsi-
bilities and rights; the assin certain role behaviors.
a. Families in all societies delegate responsibilities

and rights (specific toles tO different family
member's); age and sex-are principles used in all
societies to differentiate family roles and-status.
Leaderihip Iii necessary to maintain group cohesion,
es eciall--- durino --Terods of chance.

Although culture is always changing, certain parts or
elements ma persist over long_ periods of time.

_

a. 'Innovatiohl occur in all societies; they .occur in
ideas-and behavior, not just in things

=

Culture changes as a result of diffusion (accepting
patterns of behavior practiced b other u s
1)- Innovations or changes in a culture or group

are most commonly made by accepting patterns
of behavior already practiced by other groups
(i.e. b diffusion rather than invention).

I Sometimes change comes slowly; -but radical and
far-reaching alterations of a society's culture
may take place; such social or revitalization move-
ments may redesign the pattern of community life
and transform the way in which people feel about

,

themselves.
1) Far-reachi g changes may occur when members

of a society feel that major wants are un-
filled and prospects of fulfillment are
impossible under existing conditions.

* d. Culture changes, aitheugh it changes more rapid
and drastically in some times and places than in
others.

Introduced in earlier courses.
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* An important change in one aspect of a society's
culture will result in changes in other aspects
Of their culture.

. Persistence of culture traits is a result f either
a reluctance to change or a lack of exposure to
conditions which further Chan-e_
1) People in all societies change their behavor

o-ry_fthe_feel a need to do so.
2) Communication barriers are an tant

obstacle to cultural diffusion,
Close and continuing contact with groups which
continue to support-a group's values and norms
may retard the acceptance of other values and
norms.throu:h- the -,'rocess of diffusion.
Some valUes aye conducive to change; some make
chane difficult.

.

People usually do not discard a trait completely;
they are-more likely to modify it to fit into new
situations.
1 EveliWhena major reorganization of society

and its culture takes place, not all of a
culture is ccm letel modified.

EVery Place has three .tyPes of location piton,
a site,. and'a situation.-

Location is a position which sets phenomenon
at a specific point on the earth's surface, usually
designated by an abstract grid and described in
terms of latitude and ion itude.
1) Things can be:located at specific spots on t

earth's surface.

Introduced in earlier courses.
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Aportant change in one aspect of a society's
:ure will result in changes in other aspects
:heir culture._

F
dstence of culture traits is a, result of either
luctance to change or a lack of exposure to
litions.which further ehan-e,... X
People in all societies change their behavior

11:.Li-ftTIL1221AL-122LI2 do so. X
Communication barriers are an important
obstacle to cultural diffusion.
Close and continuing contact with groups which
continue.to support a group's values and norms
may retard the acceptance of other values and
norms throuh the process of diffusion.
SoMe values Are Conducive to change; some make
change difficult.

_,. =

le usually do not discard a trait completely;
are More likely to modify it to fit into new

ations.

Even when a major reorganization of society
and its culture takes place, not all of a
alLtIrt_LLI2mpletely modified.
we has three types of location: a position,
and'a situation.
Lion is a position which sets a phenomenon
specific point on the earth's surface, usually
mated by an abstract grid and described in
Loflatitudeandlor,_
Clings 611-TSTncated at specific spots on the
?arth's surface.

)duced in earlier courses.
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Situation describes a phenomenon in areal re
ship with other phenomena with which it is
associated.

It is imp_ ortan

distance from other
Places can be located in relationship to
where we Live. iii terms of their distance
and direction frorvus.

It is important to know the functiona
shi to other -laces.

lation-

2

know the direction and
laces.

RURAL
URBAI
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relation-,

Site relates aphenomenon to the detailed physical
of the area it occu- e-

10. Phenomena are distri uted unequally over t e earth s
surfaces, resulting in great diversity or variability
from one place to another.
Temperature is:affected by a number of faotors-sudh
as distance from the equatorj.cloeeness to large
bodies of water, and elevation.
a. Air over or c ose to an ocean or any large body

of water is usually cooler in summer and warmer
.

in winter than air which is a considerable distance
from the ocean or bod of-water.

The, ocean _n_ other large bodies. of water do
not heat up-so rapidly as land nor cool so
ra idl- as land.
b. Temperature i of ected in part by eleva-

tion; .Air is cooler at higher elevations
than at lower elevations if latitude and
distance from the sea arethe same.
Temperature and seasonal differenceS are
affected in part by distance from the' egua-
to' temperature ranges are maller near

Introduced in earlier courses.
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* b. Temperature is.af_ected in part by eleva-
tion ,Air is cooler at higher elevations
than at lower elevations if. ldtitude and
distance from the sea are, the same._

Temperature and seasonal differences are
affected in part by distance from the equa-
tor; temperature ranges are smaller near

traduced in earlier courses.
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the equator than farther aWa from it.
1. Precipitation _s a fected by factori such as distance

from bodies of warm water, wind direction, and tempera-
ture.

. Nature dhanges the character of the -earth through
physical -and biotic processes.

14 Some things can be produced-better in one place than in
another because of climate,-.resources, access, people's
skills, etc.

1- Towns need means of shippinggoods-in and out; they are
likel- to rrbw up wheretrans_.ortation is good.

16. man .needs.-drinking water to survive; he also needs
Water for many of his economic activities such as grow-
ing cross and manufacturing.-

17. People living -in-a particular e:vii-onment or in similar
physical environments use the.environment according
to their-cultural. values, knowlede, and technolo
a. Man than es the,chateet6f. 5f the earth

Airplanes ca.n follow the shortest distance between
two points.more easily than can other types.of
transportation because they can-fly over both land
and water, and over- hindrances to surface trans-
portation such as swamps,. mountains, or ice Air-
planes are also faster than-land trans -tation.

18. Division of labor'and specialization can make possible
increased .roduction.
_. Division of labor ,and. sp_cialization can increase

a person's out u_

Cities usualy-haVe a greater division of labor and
specialization than -small ...towns or farm Areas.

Introduced in earlier courses.
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1 iThe people who live in one community depend upon each
other for different. goods and services, for markets
for their goods-and services, and help in solving
roblems.

0. People in most
. cieties of the world depend on people

who live in other communities, regions, and-countries..
for certain- goodS- and -services, for markets for their
own goods and services, and for help in solving pro-
bleros..

People who lye in cities depend upon
much of their_-food.

RURAL &
URBAN

(U.S.

2_ .An individual ay-learn a variety of .occupation 1 lls
and-may- earn his living ih.manydifferent.ways.' His
-choice of vocation may beinfluenced by numerous fac

r'-, including the s to which he belongs
ible increased

2 . The price o a good-rises:When:the supply -of this good
is in short supply a compared to the demand for the
good. If the money supply increases While the supply
4mains the Same,- the demand increases and rice's rise.

Introduced in earlier cours
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M:

ATTACKS PROBLEMS IN A RATIONAL MANNER.

1-se"1--------------P.---------leses'-
LOCATES INFORMATION EFFICIENTLY.
1. uses the table of contents and the index book
2. Uses end clo*edils.
GATHERS INPUMATION.EFFECTIVELY,
1. Listens for main ideas and su ortin. details.

Listens to discussion for main ideas and supporting
details and to evaluate what he hears.

'2' G"-----°tudl
a. Draws inferences from pictures.
Gains inf lunation from interviews

. Interprets a simple graph used to convey social studies
data.

Uses dictionariesefci el
a. Alphabetizes words 1 order to locate definitions.
b. Uses guide nor- at to of pa es
Reads for t main ideas, is able to use intioduction,
summaries, and headin s to pick out main ideas.

. Reads for details which suPPort or contradict generali-
zations and main ideas.
Coins information by making, and observing, and using

dels.

EVALUATES INFORMATION. .

1. checks on the accuracy of information and decides how
much faith to iut in the source.
Dlstinguishes between primary and secondary sources
of information,

. Checks on the bias and competency of witnesses,
authors, and producers of materials. X

Introduced in earlier courses.
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1) Notes opportunities of witness to ob3erve place
or event, how closely be did observe, his train-
ing and qualifications for observing or study-

, ing places or events, the time elapsing between
observation and the writin of the account.

2) Notes author s training, position, status in
profession, sources of information, techniques
for collectinc and anali'zin data, etc.

Checks on the completeness of data and is wary of
generalizations based on insufficient evidence.
ORGANIZES AND ANALYZES INFORMATION AND DRAWS CONCLUSIONS
1. Identifies differences anion data.
2. Cat o i ea data

Applies previously-learne concepts and generalization
to new data.

. Studies his data to see if he needs to gather more
data_ before coming to a conclusion.j2.__22fLL12istciata.

6. Generalizes from data.
7. Organizes information accrrdiri. to some ica a ter
USES EFFECTIVE GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS
1 Corn aces distances.

a. Cor area distances with known_ dis tances.
Compares areas witY known areas.

_

mows cardinal directions.
Knows intermediate directions, __

5. Sets a directional c urse and follows fit.
Interprets mail ar d lobes.
a. Inter i ets symbols.

-

1) Understands the use of symbols to represent
ieality.

, ,
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*.2) Uses pictorial and semi-pictorial symbols on a
a

Interprets symbols for_ nd and water on a
lobe.

Understands use of color layers; interprets
color layers in terms of legend rather than in
the same way all the time.

5) Interprets shading in order tc visualize
surface relief.
Uses 1 f end to inter et symbols.

b. Identifies directions on maps and globes
c Orients a map_ (to the north, in the direction which

one is goi . with another map or lobe).
d. Uses rap scale to estimate distances on maps and

globes.
. Recognizes distortions on maps.

Differentiates between large-scale and small cale
maps and knows when to use each

HAS A .YELL- DEVELOPED SENSE OF TIME
I. Differentiates between and present.
2. Has a sense of the passage of time.

Compares engths of eriods.
Makes and interprets sim le oriel ines

5. Looks for relationshi s among events.
COMMUNICATES EFFECTIVELY.
1. Clarifies his urpose or theme
2. Organizes his materials to fit his theme and follows

his organization, .

Uses techn =ues to cla if ideas and arouse. .nterests.
. Checks his it n. fo e ors

j.Ites92LLy a few notes for oral reports and discussions.
6. Limits the length of his talk or his part in a

Introduced -in earlier courses.
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duced in earlier courses.
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discussion.
WORKS EFFECTIVELY WITH OTHERS.
if

. Helps create and sustain an atmosphere in which all
members of the grbup feel secure and anxious to
articipat

Accepts his share o the responsibility for the work
of a -au- . partici ates without tr n to dominate.
Is able to em ath z: with others.
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1. Is curious about social data and human behavior and
desires to stud-. further in the social sciences.

. AS committed to the free examination of social
attitudes and data. .Searches actively to Understand
different points of view,
Is sc ptical of the finality of knowledge. considers
generalizations and theories as tentative, always
subject to_change in the light of new evidence.

. Feels that he should reserve ludgement or .postpone the
formation of even a tentative. conclusion if helms net
gatheredadegLiate, valid, reliahle_information.

5. Appreciates the-cultural contributions of other races,
nationalities, religions, and countries; X

. Believes that people of different backgrounds, interests,
abilities, and persuasions can contribute to American
secie__-

7 I- sensitive to the feelings others.
8.

_2f
Values human d ni y.

9. Accepts laws until they can be changed by peaceful
means

10 Accepts the will cif the.majbrity until it can be
changed b +easeful means.

11. Valuesr _cedural safeguards needed for a fair trial
.ofthoseaccused of crimes.

educed in earlier courses.
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